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Constituent quark model(CQM)is the most 

guccessfu1 one in descri~bing hadron spectroscopy 

and hadron interactions． However for fl long time 

the QCD basis of the CQM has been appeared to be 

the worst． Isgur[ ]discussed this problem in his 

last years．The progress of nonperturbatiVe QCD 

calculations gradually provides the QCD foundation 

of the CQM[2,33．The quark confinement is due to 

color flux tube or color string formation and the 

large gluonic excitation energy (～ 1 GeV)sup— 

Dresses the explicit excitation of the gluon degree 

of freedom in the low energy QCD physics such as 

hadron spectroscopy and interactions．Chiral sym— 

metry and its spontaneous breaking is another fea— 

ture of low energy QCD physics． The nontrivial 

QCD vacuum dresses the light current quark to be 

constituent quark with much larger dynamic mass 

m(q2)and in turn suppresses the explicit constitu— 

ent q石excitation。On the other hand，it leads to 

the appearance of Goldstone boson．These features 

haye been shown in Ichie et al’s Lattice QCD result 

and their schematic diagrams which are modified a 

little bit and reproduced in Figs． 1— 4． Based on 

these we can reexamine the assumptions of the 

CQM． 

Ichie et alr ]found that the energy of the 

ground state gluonic configuration in a three quark 

system can be fitted with fl potential 

一  南  sqL +Cs 
within 1 一level deviation．L i is the minimal val— 

ue of the total gluon flux-tube length，rl is the po— 

sition of quark i(see Fig．1)．The first term in Eq． 

(1)is the color Coulomb interaction and the second 

term is similar to fl linear confinement potentia1． 
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Fig．1 The flux-tube configuration of the 3q system． 

M ost of constituent quark models use fl quad— 

ratic or linear potential to model the quark confine— 

m ent， 

。 f( )=一aZf· r； ， 

一 r 一 ， ／．／一 1，2 ， (2) 

here (口一1⋯ 8)is the color SU(3)group gener— 

ator．For fl single hadron， mesons or q3 bary— 

ons，such fl modeling can be achieved by adjusting 

t he strength constant口 of the confinement poten— 

tia1．The color factor i· j gives rise fl strength ， 
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ratio 1／2 for baryon and meson，which is almost the circumference of the triangle in Fig．1 

the ratio for the minimum length of the flux tube to 

言 
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Fig．2 The latrice QCD result for the flux-tube profile in the spatially-fixed 3q system． 

Fig．3 The lattice QCD results of the groun6-s~ e 3q porch— 

tial 。(open circles)and the ist excited—stare 3q po— 

tential V (filled circles)as the function of L⋯  

However to extend the confinement potential 

with parameter fixed by hadron spectroscopy to 

multiquark system， such as the baryon-baryon 

(BB)interaction，is questionable．Up to now there 

is stil1 no lattice QCD result of the colot flux tube 

or string structure for BB system．But from a gen— 

eral SU(3)color group consideration，there might 

be the following color structures：Fig．5(a)corre． 

sponds to two isolated color singlet baryons；Fig
． 5 

(b)is a simple rearrangement of the color flux tube 

but still two isolated color singlet haryons；Fig
．
5 

(c)is the hidden color channel and Fig．5(d)is a 

genuine six quark state． W hen two baryons are 

separated far away，one expects that the two isola 

ted color singlet baryons represent,he real situa 

tion．In this case there will be no BB iriterat1 i0n at 

al1． This might be the mechanism which trans— 

forms the long range quark confinement interaction 

to the observed short range hadron interaction． 

W hen two baryons are close together，the color 

Quantum Chroalo namfos 

Fig．《 Connection from QCD to the quark model for 1owl— 

ying hadrons． 
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Fig．5 Color structures of six quark system． 
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structure shown in Fig．5(c)and 5(d)will appear． 

This will induce effective BB interaction． On the 

other hand，it is well known that the quadratic 

confinement will not induce any effective BB inter— 

action and the linear confinement almost does not 

induce effective BB interaction if only color singlet 

baryon channels are included．On the other hand， 

if the hidden color channels are included，the linear 

or quadratic confinement does induce effective BB 

interaction．But this leads to the unphysical color 

van der W aals force．Therefore the linear or quad— 

ratic confinement potential is pathological to model 

the quark confinement for the BB system．A simi— 

lar conclusion is also true for other multiquark sys— 

tern s． 

Moreover，for multi—quark systems，there are 

multi-gluon exchange interactions．One example is 

“ 

j m n 

gi ven in Fig．6[引
．
Such fl three gluon interaction 

will have a color factor．， natnlbj n1~h，which will not 

contribute to the internal energy of fl color singlet 

baryon，because￡ tf 6 ?f ： ￡f =o．Howev— 

er it does contribute to the BB interaction． Any 

model with only two body quark interactions is cer— 

tainly not able to model such kind gluon interac— 

tions． Baryon spectroscopy study restricted in q。 

configuration can not obtain any information about 

such kind of multi—gluon interaction． To fix the 

model parameters of fl two body Hamiltonian 

through baryon spectroscopy and then directly ex- 

tend it to multi—quark system ，such fl quite success— 

ful method used in atomic，molecular，and nuclear 

structure studies will certainly miss part of the 

quark—gluon interactions． 

m  ，l 

Fig． 6 Three gluon exchangeinteracti0ns． 

QCD Lagrangian has chiral symmetry for the 

massless quark． The current u，d quark mass is 

small(few MeV)in comparison with the chiral 

symmetry spontaneous breaking scale (；[～ 1 

GeV)． Even the current s quark mass (～ 150 

MeV)is also small in comparison with the chiral 

symmetry spontaneous breaking scale ．Therefore 

QCD has good SU (2)× SU_R(2)and approximate 

SU (3)× SUR(3)chiral symmetry．Various QCD 

models want to keep this chiral symmetry in their 

model Lagrangians． However some chiral quark 

model Lagrangians in fact do not satisfy the chiral 

symmetry．For example，the Glozman-Riska chiral 

quark modelc4]employs the following quark—Gold— 

stone meson coupling Lagrangian， 

， 

(3) 

It is easy to show that only after including the 

scalar nonets then one can have fl SU(3) chiral 

symmetry Lagrangian． 

For low energy QCD physics，such as hadron 

spectroscopy and interactions，the chiral symmetry 

is spontaneously broken due to qq condensation． 

Therefore to study low energy QCD physics，one 

must use fl chiral symmetry spontaneous breaking 

Lagrangian．Weinberg，Coleman et al【。 have given 

fl general procedure to derive the Goldstone boson— 

Fermion coupling Lagrangian．M anohar and Geor— 

gi[。]gave an explicit Goldstone boson-constituent 

quark coupling Lagrangian (we will argue below 

that the gA should be 1 instead of the measured 

。
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value assumed in Ref．E 6 3)．Such a chiral symme— 

try spontaneous breaking Goldstone boson-nucleon 

coupling Lagrangian has been used by Machleidt[ ] 

in the calculation of NN interaction and a perfect fit 

to the scattering data below 300 M eV has been ob— 

tained．M achleidt’s Lagrangian is as follows， 

N一一 N ( + g y5A ) ， 

一 ~-(e0 +扫 ’)， 

A 一去( a 一扫 ’)， 

一 exp( )， ㈤ 
To the third order，the above Lagrangian in— 

cludes the following terms， 

一 一  ( 1 f·a + 

丧 蚪 

丽1 y5(f·册·a 万一f·0．~zt"z+⋯) ，(5) 
here the fl is the孔 decay constant．In this La— 

grangian，there are only fields and no low mass 

(～ 5OO一 6OO MeV) flavor singlet scalar a field． 

The a exchange effect of the usual Yukawa meson 

exchange model is attributed to the nonlinear 

field contribution． 

In the SU(3)case，the chiral symmetry spon— 

taneous breaking Goldstone boson—constituent 

quark coupling Lagrangian to third order is 

一 一  ( 1 a +去九厂 a + 
1

，；
y~A．， 厂 6 a J+ ⋯)， (6) 

here is the SU(3)flavor group generator， is 

the SU(3)group structure constant．Again it only 

includes the octet Goldstone boson fields and no 

low mass flavor singlet scalar a meson．0ne can 

not obtain an effective d coupling universally to u， 

d and s quark from this Lagrangian． 

Zhang et alc。·。]proposed a SU(3)chiral quark 

model to study the BB interaction and dibaryon 

states． Their Lagrangian includes both the scalar 

and pseudo scalar meson nonets， which satisfies 

the chiral symmetry but is not the right chiral sym— 

metry spontaneous breaking version．Such a model 

Lagrangian is a direct extension of the Yukawa 

meson baryon coupling down to the constituent 

quark meson coupling．If it is used to fit the NN 

scattering data，a reasonable fit is expected，where 

the flavor singlet scalar a meson models the corre— 

lated S—wave exchange． However if this model 

is applied to the high strangeness BB channels，the 

fictitious a meson-s quark coupling will give rise to 

the spurious attraction．Therefore the binding an— 

ergies of the high strangeness dibaryons are quite 

possible over estimated．The Nijmegen group has 

found that the flavor singlet scalar meson over esti— 

mated the attraction between the strange bary。。 

ons[ 。。
． Fuj iwara also found that his quark model， 

which uses the Nij megen model F，might over esti— 

mated the attraction between As in comparison 

with the result obtained frorfi the di-。A hypernu。- 

clei[1l1． ． 

The Glozman—Riska model Lagrangian，except 

the flavor singlet pseudo scalar meson， can be 

viewed as a linear approximation of the SU(3) 

chiral symmetry sponaneous breaking One．Such a 

model Lagrangian。can not fit the BB interaction be— 

cause the nonlinear terms are missing． If the a 

meson is recalled to provide the intermediate range 

attraction as done by Stancu et alE~Z]，it might be 

possible to fit the NN scattering． If it is extended 

to the high strangeness BB channels it will have the 

same problem as discussed above for Zhang et al’s 

mode1．Isgu~ had pointed out that this model ru— 

ins the symmetry between meson and baryon inter— 

nal structures and this symmetry seems to be con— 

firmed by the lattice QCD calculation．Ichie et al’s 

result，Eq．(1)，has a Coulomb term which should 

be due to massless gluon exchange rather than a 

Yukawa term due to meson exchange，this might 

be a signal that to neglect the gluon exchange to— 

tally might be questionable． 

The Manohar-Georgi modelc ] has the right 
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chiral symmetry spontaneous breaking version． 

However they introduce an axial vector coupling 

constant gA for the pseudo vector part． As has 

been shown in the study of nucleon spin struc— 

ture[ 
， the gA一 △ 一 Ad= 1．257 3 is due to non— 

trivial nucleon spin structure but not in the funda— 

mental constituent quark—Goldstone boson COU— 

piing．Another point should be mentioned is that 

after the current quark has been dressed to be the 

constituent quark by the nonperturbative QCD vac— 

uum ，it is no longer the point particle．The vector 
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and axial vector vertexes both are dressed by the 

nonperturbative QCD vacuum[ ’ 5。． It is interest— 

ing to check if such fl modified Manohar-Georgi 

model can describe the baryon internal structure 

and the BB interactions without the phenomenolog— 

ical contact terms used in the chiral perturbation 

approach． 
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组分夸克模型点评。 

王 凡 

(南京大学物理系，南京大学理论物理中心，江苏南京 210093) 

摘 要：以最新格点 QCD和手征对称 自发破缺结果为基础，对目前流行的组分夸克模型中采用的 

夸克囚禁方案和 Goldstone玻色子一夸克耦合中存在的问题进行了讨论． 
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